CONCEPT BOOK

THE CONCEPT
HAPPY AND HEALTHY EMPLOYEES
People make the difference and that is why it is important to keep your employees happy and
healthy. Our executive chef Fred Zandbergen cooks fresh breakfasts, lunches and dinners

throw away the cover
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in our professional kitchen and makes sure it is delivered to your company restaurant.
365 days a week, 3 times a day if you’d like.

FULL-SERVICE CATERING
We take care of all the necessary materials that are needed for serving the meals, like
chafing dishes and serving platters. We make sure the meals are nicely presented. We will
decorate the buffet, add menu cards and allergen cards, created in your own company design.
As of XXX persons we deliver at least one host(ess) on site. he or she monitors the stock
and makes sure the pantries are filled

ECO-FRIENDLY DISPOSABLES
If needed, we can provide bio-disposables to serve the food. These plates and bowls are
made of bagasse (sugar cane). The bagasse plates are firm, food safe and can be used in
the microwave. Plus, the disposables have a rich look and feel. If desired, we can use even
more luxurious disposables like paper bagsor plates made out of palm leaves.
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WHAT IT LOOKS LIKE

THE QUALITY
We have a clear vision on fair products and select our suppliers with care. Therefore we
strive to work with mostly seasonal products from regional farmers. The quality is better and
the taste is delicious
To guarantee a good quality, we follow the EKO and MSC guidelines as much as possible.
We are HACCP and FSSC 22000 certified for effectively managing food safety.

Mexican
tuesdays

DIETS AND ALLERGENS
We can meet most of your requirements regarding special diets and allergens. In our monthly
menu cycle we will never serve pork or cabbage and always take the following diets into
account:
- Vegetarian
- Vegan
- Halal (all our meat products are halal)
- Salt-free
- Sugar-free or gluten-free
Because we serve all meal components separately, most of the dietary requirements are
being covered. For approximately 10 vegan employees we will serve special vegan options,
which will be single served.
If there are any other specific wishes surrounding the diets and allergens, we are open to
create a specific menu for you. Other specific wishes regarding the diets can be also served
as single-served meals.

Vegetarian

Beef

Poultry

Pork

Fish / Seafood

Halal

Spicy

Gluten

Egg

Nuts

Soy

Peanut

Mustard

Sulfur dioxide

Molluscs

Celery

Sesame seed

Milk

Lupine

MENU EXAMPLES
BREAKFAST

LUNCH AND EVENING MEALS

Breads and cereals are great ways to start the day. Add milk, yoghurt or soy milk and you have

When there is no kitchen available we will distribute the meals two times a day.

a tasty morning meal. To give an idea of what clients often order:

Our host(ess) on site will make sure the buffets are set up on time and he or she will
accompany the buffet to inform the employees about the served meal.

- A variable assortment of 3 sorts of cereals, one of which gluten free
- Milk, yoghurt, soy milk and almond milk

Variety and flexibility are two of the main/key point that we stand for as you are new caterer.

- Soft bread buns and sandwiches

To guarantee that these two issues are addressed, we have developed a monthly menu cycle.

- Crackers

In this cycle we have put together a variety of meals we will serve in the trial month.

- A variable assortment of single-serve meat (halal) and cheese

All meal components will be served separately in a chafing dish, so every employee can add

- Butter

other components as they wish. The salad components are served separately as well.

- Assortment sweet spreads

warm meals

MENU EXAMPLES

SINGLE SERVE MEALS
In case an employee is not able to join the lunch, we offer them the possibility and
flexibility to enjoy the meal at their own chosen time and place.
The lunch is packed in eco friendly sugar cane material and only needs a few minutes
to warm up.

ABOUT US
OUR TEAM

OUR KITCHEN

Our ambition, our personal contact with our clients and our enthusiasm has made

In 2015 Jaspers Group proudly opened her new kitchen of approximately 1.200 m 2 with

Jaspers Group to who we are today. As an enthusiastic and dynamic team of nearly

offices in Diemen-Amsterdam. With this state of the art kitchen we are able to service

70 professionals we are proud of the catering services we have been able to provide for

our clients even better than before. We work in accordance with the FSSC 22000 norm to

our clients so far.

guarantee the best quality. Therefore our clients can count on reliable catering.

By acting as a partner instead of a supplier we make sure your employees will enjoy all of our

After our fresh products are made with only the best ingredients, we take care of the right

catering services. To do so, no request or wish is to crazy or unorthodox in our eyes; because

distribution. With special cooled vans and special transport boxes we distribute all our food

of our flexibility we’ll make it all happen!

according to the HACCP norm.

Beside our flexibility we will take the workload out of your hands by providing a team that
helps you whenever needed. Our account manager will be there
whenever you need to keep in contact about all current matters.

Henry & Edwardo

365
project
team

your sparring partners

Elise

for your daily support

Fred

makes your delicious meals

GETTING ABOARD?
1

Together we will find a suitable menu

2

We start with a trial month

3

You can now enjoy every day fresh and healthy meals

GET IN CONTACT
with

ELISE

hello@catering365.nl
088 - 37 45 220
www.catering365.nl

is a jaspers catering company concept

jaspers catering company
Treubweg 33 • 1112 BA Diemen Amsterdam
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